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Sponsors are everywhere. Take the recent Super Bowl as an example. Can you imagine a sports 
arena or event without corporate advertising? But don’t assume that sponsorships are limited to 
professional or major sports events. Small local events such as 5K runs and festivals also offer 
plenty of sponsorship opportunities. 

To put together a successful sponsorship program requires a marketer’s mindset and approach. 
It’s a paradigm shift that requires you to think of a sponsorship as a mutually beneficial business 
deal as opposed to a donation.

Sponsorships are fundamental and intimately related 
to successful fundraising. Your ability to incorporate 
sponsorships into your campaigns will increase their 
money-making potential.



The Benefits of Sponsorship

Sponsor

• Cost effective
Generally, sponsorships provide great exposure for a considerably low cost.

• Unique marketing opportunities
Sponsorships offer targeted marketing in nontraditional ways.

• Goodwill and positive word-of-mouth marketing
Sponsors receive positive impressions from their connections to special events 
and causes that are aligned with their values and identity.

• Longevity
Printed sponsor logos on products and apparel tend to have a long life and 
may be worn and displayed repeatedly offering year-round exposure.

• Free Publicity
Sponsors can showcase and promote their involvement and support of causes 
and events resulting in favorable, free publicity in traditional and social media.

A sponsor is a person, business or organization that provides support for a cause, activity or 
event. Generally, this support is delivered via funding; however, support can be given in other 
ways such as volunteers, facilities and resources.

Why are sponsorships so popular? The answer is simple. They provide massive value and benefits 
including:

Generating maximum impact from a sponsorship program requires a 
complete understanding of the benefits to all parties involved.



• Value
Sponsors need cost-effective marketing. Your customers need funding. It’s a 
win-win proposition.

• Competitive differentiation
Offering sponsorship programs can be a powerful motivator and inducement 
to your prospective customers. Not all printers have the knowledge and 
expertise to do this. It allows your business to offers a broader range of 
services that will potentially raise more money for the end customer.

• The Network Effect
The more sponsors with which you establish successful relationships, the 
greater the opportunities you have to connect these sponsors with your clients 
to enhance their fundraising capabilities.

• New Business
As you build relationships with businesses and organizations as sponsors, 
these companies also will need promotional apparel and products.

• Free Publicity
Your role in helping clients fundraise and acquire sponsors is newsworthy and 
can generate free coverage in local media if you make them aware of your 
efforts. This can be done by sending a press release to all media or a VIP 
invitation to attend the event or participate in some way.

Sponsored Party
Sponsored parties are the recipients of support and funding. They benefit by being able to offset 
the cost of a fundraising event; gain greater exposure; and afford travel, uniforms, and gear that 
allow the cause or event to present a professional appearance making it more attractive to 
donors. 

The Printing Business
What’s in it for me? How does a printing business benefit from creating and promoting 
sponsorship programs?



Pro Tip
• Maintain a recruitment roster: Think of 
recruitment as an ongoing process. You 

should constantly be seeking new sponsors.

• Recruit your clients: Ask your clients to help 
solicit sponsors.

How to Execute

The three elements of a successful sponsorship program are:

Recruitment

• Recruitment
• Commitment
• Delivery

To get started finding potential sponsors you need to create a recruitment roster. Start by 
considering possible categories that are related to the party to be sponsored. Let’s say the client is 
an elite swim team or club that is raising money to participate in a regional or national competition 
in another state. One appropriate business category would be health and wellness services and 
products. 

Examples of health and wellness companies might include gyms, personal trainers, coaches, spas, 
nutrition/vitamin retail stores, sports drinks, health food grocery stores, specialty health food 
suppliers that make products such as energy bars and gels, massage therapists, 
nutrition/diet/weight loss clinics, yoga studios, sporting goods stores, etc. 

Then match your client to the most appropriate companies on your roster. Perhaps the local 
country club is looking to enlist new members and wants to tout its brand new swimming 
pool/sauna/locker room. Or the YMCA now offers pool aerobics for seniors who want to get more 
active but cannot participate in traditional exercises or it has expanded its summer swimming 
lessons for children. Sponsoring a swim team in a national event would be great exposure to 
swimmers of all ages.



Sponsor Commitments

Fixed rate:

There are two types of commitments: fixed rate 
and performance based.

In order to get sponsors to commit to participating in sponsorship programs, you need to 
furnish clear and compelling information regarding benefits and options. In many cases, your 
customer—the sponsored party—will participate in soliciting sponsors so the information must 
be simple and accessible for them to effectively participate and present.

This type seeks a fixed dollar contribution. Example: Platinum sponsorship is $2,500.

Performance based:
This type seeks a contribution based on performance. Example: Commit $1 for each shirt sold as 
part of a fundraiser. Alternatively, if a certain dollar amount or quantity is achieved, then a 
contribution will activate. Example: If 1,000 shirts are sold or a $1,000 is raised, the sponsor will 
make a contribution.

Your sponsor program should consider 
various levels of commitment. This will 
allow for businesses and organization of 
all sizes to participate. You shouldn’t 
discount or neglect small businesses in 
your recruitment roster! You will need to 
ensure that benefits at each level are 
distinct and enticing.



Delivery

Sponsorship kit

How will you deliver the tangible and intangible benefits you are committing to sponsorship 
parties? For this, you need to design a sponsorship kit.

Recall that in order to get commitments from sponsors you need to furnish clear and compelling 
information regarding benefits and options. Presenting a formal sponsorship program 
legitimizes your proposal. Your kit needs to reflect your program in an easy-to-understand format 
and presentation.

InkSoft has provided its users with interactive 
marketing flyer templates to help develop a kit.



While there is an investment in the initial planning, creation of the sponsorship kit, and 
recruitment; this will get easier as time goes on and past materials can be repurposed and 
past sponsors can be induced to participate in other clients’ campaigns. Use these tips to get 
your first sponsorship effort headed in the right direction. 

Pro Tip
• Consider offering a premium sponsor 

commitment/level that offers logo placement on 
printed goods and an online fundraising webstore.

A fundraising campaign that includes sponsorships 
greatly enhances its potential. 

Your kit and presentation needs to make both the tangible and intangible benefits clear. Refer to 
the sponsor benefits above for the intangible benefits. In terms of tangible benefits consider 
sponsor logo position and placement. 

Logo placement comes in two forms: Commonly, sponsor logos are printed on products as part 
of the sponsored parties’ event or program. Consider showcasing examples of logo placement. 
Alternatively, if you are using an InkSoft powered fundraising webstore, you can offer placement 
on the website.


